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Abstract
In modern vehicles bird’s view systems are widely used to

show the direct car surroundings to the driver. However, state-

of-the-art methods for bird’s view computations suffer from heavy

distortions and unnatural warping. We propose an approach to-

wards perspectively correct bird’s view images for vehicular ap-

plications. Our method uses stereo images as input and is tested

using stereo datasets.

Introduction
Nowadays cameras are of common use in vehicular appli-

cations. Many approaches concerning the environmental percep-

tion using optical sensors have been published and are being dis-

cussed. In summary, means of image processing and computer

vision have become common use. In order to achieve a maximum

coverage of the vehicle surroundings, a mostly exposed position

for the camera installation is required. Yet, the geometric limita-

tions caused by vehicle shapes and safety considerations consti-

tute the need for optimization of the geometric setup. The prob-

lem raises when large combination vehicles, for example trucks

with attached trailers, are taken into account. In order to gener-

ate appropriate views, the computation of virtual camera views,

which consist of one or multiple transformed camera views, be-

comes necessary.

A common scenario is the computation of virtual bird’s view

images (also known as top view or 360◦ images) which visualize

the direct car surroundings. Of course optical sensors cannot be

installed so that a direct bird’s view is captured. This matter is

commonly addressed with a multiple camera setup with sensors

distributed around the car. The images are transformed accord-

ingly to the camera’s properties and installation position and are

finally combined into one virtual camera image. However, virtual

bird’s view images computed using state-of-the-art technologies

suffer from several drawbacks which include imperfect transfor-

mations and unnatural distortion of 3-D objects due to violated

assumptions. An example of unnatural distortions for a single

image is shown in Figure 1. The ground plane (for which an un-

derlying assumption holds) is correctly transformed. All other

objects, such as persons/legs, are wrongly transformed.

In this publication we propose an approach towards perspec-

tively correct top view images. It is meant to improve the correct-

Figure 1: Left: Original image (undistorted); Right: correspond-

ing homography top view

ness of virtual camera views for the vehicle surroundings while

raising safety especially in complex driving scenarios. We use ax-

ial stereo data to generate the bird’s eye views, exploit the depth

information from stereo correspondences and test our method on

established datasets. In this publication, we do not focus on the

issue of stitching a surround view image from several cameras.

Instead, we focus on the correct transformation of single (stereo)

images to a virtual bird’s view.

At first, related work and state-of-the-art methods are intro-

duced. The drawbacks of homography based approaches are ex-

plained afterwards. The approach towards perspectively correct

bird’s views is introduced and our experimental results using the

dataset are presented and finally concluded.

Related Work
Different research topics have to be taken into account in

order to compute perspectively correct bird’s views.

Perspective 2-D Warping
Perspective geometry and perspective transformations are a

common approach for virtual camera views. Hartley and Zisser-

man [6] and Vincent and Laganiere [28] describe the principle

behind it: Given two cameras C1 and C2. The image captured

by camera C1 shall be converted to the view described by cam-

era C2. Assuming all objects visible from C1 are located on a

plane in 3-D space. This plane can be described using at least

four image points QC1
=
{

qi ∈ IR2
∣

∣ i ∈ IN+
}

, |QC1
| ≥ 4 on the

image plane. The image plane of C1 (respectively C2) is inter-

preted as a projective plane. Given corresponding image points

QC2
=
{

qi ∈ IR2
∣

∣ i ∈ IN+
}

with |QC2
| = |QC1

| in image coordi-

nates of C2, a transformation from camera C1 to camera C2 can

be formulated using a homography matrix HC1→C2
∈ IP2×2. As-

suming the cameras to have fixed lenses and a rigid affine trans-

formation between their poses, matrix HC1→C2
can be considered

constant.

Camera Geometry
The correct geometric interpretation of image data requires

precise camera models and calibration techniques. Tsai and

Lenz [12] and Tsai [27] proposed calibration models especially

for the pinhole camera model. Their work can be considered

fundamental in this area. Using their methods, camera param-

eters can be estimated. Their approach has been extended by

Zhang [30], which is widely used in computer vision.

Different camera models need adapted calibration methods.

The omnidirectional camera model by Scaramuzza [21] is a suit-

able fit for both catadioptric and fisheye cameras. It is often ap-

plied in vehicular applications as wide angle lenses are commonly

used there.

The camera parameters estimated using the methods men-

tioned are prerequisite for the connection of camera images to the
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Figure 2: Stereo camera setup for disparity estimation. The point

in the images and on the cube marks the correspondence between

the images.

3-D world.

Virtual Camera and Bird’s View Computation
Various publications address the issue of computing the view

of a virtual camera using images taken by cameras at different

locations. The utilization of homographies is a widely used ap-

proach for the warping process. Homographies include a flat

world assumption, which seems reasonable on a first look for

vehicles, as the street can be assumed to be a plane. However,

artifacts for objects violating these assumptions are included.

An approach using cameras installed around the car is used

by Liu, Kin and Chen [14]. They use homography matrices to

transform the images and finally stitch the images to a top view

image. To create a more natural look of the resulting image, they

propose a virtual fisheye view.

The integration of a homography based approach with a

hardware setup is proposed by Luo et al. [16]. Thomas et al. [26]

focus on stitching top view images on cost-efficient computation

systems. Sato et al. [20] utilize fish-eye cameras together with

homographies on spatio-temporal data, whereas Li and Hai [13]

focus on the calibration of a multi-view bird’s eye view.

However, these approaches show heavy distortions for ob-

jects which violate the flat world assumption (of the homogra-

phy). Yet, they are used in bird’s view systems nowadays. Up to

the best of the author’s knowledge, no approach towards perspec-

tively correct virtual bird’s views was published, yet.

Stereo Vision
Multiple view geometry incorporates the use of multiple

camera setups in order to compute depth information from mul-

tiple images. Hartley and Zisserman [6] have published funda-

mental work on the topic and summarize the principle behind this

approach. In general, the idea is to make use of known geomet-

ric relations between calibrated cameras and to match the image

frames taken at a time. Keypoints in corresponding image frames

are matched by solving the point correspondence problem. The

information gained is used together with the camera calibration

data to estimate the 3-D position of the point relative to the cam-

eras. The principle of a stereo setup and the correspondence prob-

lem is depicted in Figure 2.

Two major types of algorithms for correspondence match-

ing exist: On the one hand, keypoint-based approaches using al-

gorithms like Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [1] or Scale-

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [15] exist. In general, image

features of any kind can be used, assuming a proper assignment

between the images can be achieved. Grimson [5] uses image

features in order to find stereo correspondences. Horaud and Sko-

rdas [9] group features first in order to extract correspondences.

Approaches using keypoints and/or image features usually show

sparse 3-D data with high accuracy.

On the other hand, block matching can be utilized for corre-

spondence matching. Various algorithms and improvements have

been developed and published so far. The results tend to show

dense 3-D data.

Hirschmüller et al. [8] use mutual information and pixel-

wise matching in their semiglobal matching (SGM). Their method

shows promising precision properties. The algorithm has become

popular and has already been adapted to particular scenarios, for

example for in-vehicle applications [24, 7]. Pantilie and Nede-

vschi [17] propose an optimized version of the SGM. Einecke

and Eggert [3] utilize a local correspondence approach and sig-

nificantly reduce the execution while maintaining correspondence

quality.

Many publications concerning stereo reconstruction and

disparity estimation have already been presented. Therefore,

this work does not focus on this issue. Of course, a lot

of approaches towards stereo processing in vehicular environ-

ments (e. g. Broggi et al. [2], Pfeiffer and Franke [18] or

Keller et al. [10]) have been published. Yet, no publication ad-

dresses perspectively correct bird’s views so far.

In addition, several datasets for the evaluation of stereo re-

construction datasets have been published with an appropriate

ground truth. The KITTI Stereo Benchmark as published by

Geiger, Lenz and Uratsum [4] provides stereo datasets from road

scenes for example. It is commonly used for benchmarking stereo

correspondence algorithms. Pfeiffer, Gehrig and Schneider [19]

published the Ground Truth Stixel Dataset, which contains anno-

tated stereo sequence datasets of road scenes. The Daimler Ur-

ban Segmentation Dataset by Scharwächter et al. [22, 23] pro-

vides stereo video sequences which were recorded in urban traf-

fic scenes. It contains stereo images with precomputed disparity

maps as well as camera calibration information. We use the 2014

version in this publication for evaluation purposes.

Image-based Rendering
The computation of virtual camera views is a topic discussed

in the field of image-based rendering. Shum and Kang [25] give a

survey of different approaches towards the interpolation of views.

They categorize the existing techniques using the grade of ge-

ometric modeling underneath. As in vehicular applications no

pre-computed or pre-modeled geometric knowledge is possible

due to the dynamic scenery and the target is to get to real-time

processing time, only implicit geometry methods are reasonable.

Laveau and Faugeras [11] propose view prediction based on the

fundamental matrix using two captured images. Zinger, Do and

De With [31] discuss a free-viewpoint depth based rendering for

3-D-TV applications. Their method relies on disparity maps.

Vogt et al. [29] use image-based rendering with light-fields to im-

prove image quality in image sequences.

However, these publications discuss the rendering of virtual
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Figure 3: The Homography Shadowing Effect

camera views from camera poses close to the original camera’s

views, e. g. light positions shift and/or light rotation. In case of

a virtual bird’s eye computation in vehicular applications, exten-

sive shifts and rotations become necessary. Yet, the publications

contain fundamental work on the issue.

Homography Shadowing
As introduced, homography transformations are the state-of-

the-art approaches for virtual top view computations in vehicles.

As already implied, their use has several drawbacks due to the un-

derlying assumption for the visible objects to be located on a sin-

gle plane. This assumption is mostly fulfilled for roads and other

flat ground surfaces. Yet, it is mostly violated by any obstacle the

vehicle might come across. The violation of the plane assump-

tion leads to an unnatural warping of all respective objects, thus

producing unnatural looking images (Figure 1). We denote the

underlying effect as the Homography Shadowing Effect: The

shape of the unnaturally looking object matches the shape of the

resulting shadow that would be caused by the light source at the

virtual cameras position. Figure 3 illustrates the effect. The im-

age taken by camera C1 is transformed to the view of the virtual

camera V using a homography with the underlying plane assump-

tion for plane E. The viewing rays of C1 (blue) of course end at

the object. As no depth information is available, the object will be

mapped onto plane E (flat world assumption) when applying the

transformation. The view of virtual camera V is computed using

a homography transformation. Therefore, V will see the object in

shape of its homography shadow (gray).

In case of vehicular use, the shadowing effect may lead to a

deceiving feeling of safety: A moving passenger or vehicle might

be hidden behind and object. Nevertheless will the top view it-

self show a filled image while omitting the potential dangerous

situation. It is therefore desirable to eliminate the effects of the

obviously violated homography top view assumptions.

Virtual Top View Computation
A prerequisite for the computation of a virtual top view is the

definition of the virtual camera itself. The two main projections

to consider are perspective and orthographic projections. In gen-

eral, a perspective projection is derived from the pinhole camera

model.

In case of a virtual top view an orthographic projection is of

advantage: The goal is to create a flat view inspired by a bird’s

view from high above (assumption: infinite distance). An or-

Figure 4: Parameters for an orthographic camera

thographic projection does not show perspective properties (or at

least at infinite distance) and is therefore to prefer.

The orthographic projection poses a rather simple projection:

Objects are transformed onto the image plane using a direct or-

thogonal projection. The principle of an orthographic camera is

illustrated in Figure 4. The camera is generally described using

four parameters: u,b, l,r ∈ IR.

These parameters define the view frustum of the virtual cam-

era. It is reasonable to assume the frustum to be symmetric (u = b

and l = r). Assuming the target pixel grid to be orthonormal and

equidistant in both directions and the target camera resolution to

be (wV ,hV )
T ∈ IN2, the camera configuration space can be nar-

rowed down to the width and height of the image in pixels and a

scaling factor s ∈ IR for the imaging measurements. The configu-

ration space of an orthographic virtual camera is defined as:

confo(V ) = (wV ,hV ,s)
T

(1)

The corresponding matrix for orthographic projection OV ∈
IP2×2 can be defined as:

OV = O(confo(V )) =





2(swV )
−1 0 0

0 2(shV )
−1

0

0 0 1



 (2)

The position and orientation of an object in a 3-D space de-

fined by a Cartesian coordinate system can be described using

a translation and a rotation relative to the orthonormal bases of

the coordinate system. The components can be combined to a so

called pose a ∈ IR×H,a= (t,φ), with t ∈ IR3
, t =

(

tx, ty, tx
)T

the

translation and φ ∈H,φ = φw + i ·φx+ j ·φy+k ·φz the rotation as

a unit quaternion. The pose definition is used to describe the affine

transformations between two cameras C1 and C2. Given a vector

b∈ IRn, the vector transformed to homogenous coordinates is rep-

resented by b̃ ∈ IPn. For readability reasons, we use this notation

in the following paragraphs and perform some implicit conver-

sions between vectors and their homogenous representation.

Now let C1 be a calibrated camera with disparities available.

These disparities are used for the re-projection to 3-D space. The

goal is to create a perspectively correct view of virtual camera V :

Given a set of points PC1
=
{

pC1

∣

∣ pC1
∈ IR3

}

in the coor-

dinate system of C1. The transition to the coordinate system of

a virtual camera V , whereby a is the transition from C1 to V , is

defined as a function ϒa :
{

IR3
}

→
{

IR3
}

:

PV = ϒa(PC1
) (3)
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ϒa(P) = {υa(p) |∀p ∈ P} (4)

with υa(p) : IR3 → IR3 the transformation of a single vector from

C1 to V . Let θ : IR3 ×H → IP3×3 compute the transformation

matrix according to pose a:

υa(p) = θ (a) · p̃ (5)

θ(a) =











1−2φ 2
y −2φ 2

z 2φxφy −2φzφw 2φxφz +2φyφw tx

2φxφy +2φzφw 1−2φ 2
x −2φ 2

z 2φyφz −2φxφw ty

2φxφz −2φyφw 2φyφz +2φxφw 1−2φ 2
x −2φ 2

y tz

0 0 0 1











(6)

The projection onto the image plane of camera V is described by

function ΓV :
{

IR3
}

→
{

IR2
}

:

QV = ΓV (PV ) (7)

ΓV (PV ) = {γV (p) |∀p ∈ PV} (8)

with γV : IR3 → IR2 the projection function for camera V for a single point

p. Let λV describe the projection matrix for C:

γV (p) = λV · p (9)

Matrix λV for the view of V is dependent on the desired projection:

λV = ZV ·OV (10)

with ZV ∈ IP2×2 the transformation matrix to pixel coordinates with re-

spect to the image resolution of V :

ZV =







0.5wV 0 0.5wV

0 0.5hV 0.5hV

0 0 1






(11)

The resulting transform from the 3-D points PC1
to the view of V is:

QV = ΓV ◦ϒa(PC1
) (12)

The algorithm defined above addresses the transformation from one

camera C1 into the view of virtual camera V . As one camera might not be

able to cover the area which should be visible in V ’s view, our approach

can be extended to work with multiple cameras which are joined to one

virtual camera.

Given a set of cameras {C1, ...,Cn} with n ∈ IN+ and the correspond-

ing set of poses {a1, ...,an}, the view of virtual camera V is defined as:

QV = ΓV

(

n
⋃

i=1

ϒai
(PCi

)

)

(13)

Using the transformations described, the view of a virtual camera

can be computed with one or more cameras, when depth data is available.

A large rotational change caused by pose a will result in holes in

the resulting image. A post-processing routine for hole filling (e. g. single

pixel holes) is needed in order to compute dense results. In a first ap-

proach, we only fill pixels which are fully enclosed by neighbors using a

mean filter. Figure 5 illustrates the overall steps to take:

After an initial acquisition the raw images from the stereo pair(s)

have to be undistorted and rectified. Afterwards, a stereo correspon-

dence algorithm computes dense disparity data. The image data is then

re-projected to 3-D using depth estimates. The camera transformation

is applied as stated above and the virtual camera is used to render the

perspectively correct bird’s view. Of course, the computed image is sub-

ject to post-processing steps thus improving the image quality. The post-

processing of bird’s view images (such as stitching, hole filling, etc.) is

not the subject of this publication and therefore not discussed. The final

image can then be used as the input for e. g. advanced driver assistance

systems or visualizations.

Experimental Results
The evaluation of the system proposed is difficult when no ground

truth data is available. For the results presented in this paper, we focus

on commonly used datasets. In particular, we use the Daimler Urban

Segmentation Dataset in its 2014 version [23]. The results presented rely

on the calibration, disparity and image data provided by the datasets. Of

course the datasets only contain data recorded in driving direction of the

vehicle. Yet, no dataset providing stereo data recorded sideways or in

backwards direction is publically available up to the best of the authors

knowledge. However, we decided to rely on published and established

datasets for comparability and reproducibility reasons. As no ground truth

to compare against is available, a quantitative evaluation is not possible

yet, but planned for future work.

Sample frames of the bird’s view computation are shown in Fig-

ure 7. The presentation of the results is intended to show single computed

images together with colored variants which highlight some geometry de-

tails. Sample 1 (Figure 7) shows the perspective correctness of the trans-

formation, especially in a range of up to 15 meters from the camera’s po-

sition. The arrows on the ground are projected correctly to a bird’s view.

Samples 2 and 3 illustrate the effect of the stereo data integration. The

passengers/cyclists on the image are correctly projected and areas which

are not visible are not filled with wrong information. Of course, hidden

geometry results in no displayed data which we consider to be true com-

pared to distorted areas in images transformed using homographies. For

further development, these areas could be integrated with image data from

frames without occlusion.

An example with a classical homography top view and a top view

computed by the method proposed is shown in Figure 6.

Conclusion
We presented an approach towards perspectively correct bird’s view

images using stereo data as input. The experimental results show promis-

ing results and will be further subject of our research. We have shown a

proof of concept concerning the perspectively correct bird’s view using

the Daimler Urban Segmentation Dataset [23]. The dataset was recorded

for segmentation purposes. Unfortunately, it does not cover the direct ve-

hicle surroundings due to the cameras’ installation positions. It is planned

to extend the method using multiple stereo camera pairs around the vehi-

cle. But as already stated, no public dataset is available yet. Our plan is to

Stereo Data Depth Estimation Camera Transform

Imaging ProcessPost ProcessingVisualization

Figure 5: Scheme for the computation of perspectively correct

bird’s view images
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Figure 6: Classical homography top view (left) and perspectively

correct view (raw output without post-processing; right). Frame

656 from dataset “test 2” [23]. The bicycle and the passengers in

the image are warped rapidly in the left image due to the Homog-

raphy Shadowing Effect.

record appropriate test data and to publish it.

The range of the bird’s view is far beyond the range of traditional

bird’s view systems. The faraway areas (approx. 15m and above) could

be used for obstacle detection (e. g. Sample 1, Figure 7) so that further ap-

plications can be derived from the system. The registration of the multiple

stereo camera setup is another challenging task, which will be of further

investigation.
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virtual bird’s view
virtual bird’s view

(visualized)

rectified left camera image

and disparity image [23]

sample 1: dataset “test 2”, frame #394
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sample 2: dataset “train 1”, frame #951
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sample 3: dataset “test 2”, frame #656
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Color Legend: Red: Indicates objects/obstacles above ground (via thresholding)

Green: Gray level intensity from original image

Blue: Proximity to the vehicle

The images show preliminary results using the method proposed. Our current work focuses on image quality improvement methods

such as hole filling.

Figure 7: Experimental bird’s view results together with the input images from [23]. The distance to the camera is meters given on the

side axis.
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